
Peter Zumthor /\1mospheres 

I enter a building. see a room. and - tn the fraction of a 

second - have 1h1s feeling about it. 

We perceive atmosphere through our emotional sens1bih

tv - a form or percept10n that works Incredibly quickly. and 

which we humans evidently need to help us survive. Not 

every si tuation grants us lime to make up our minds on 

whether or not we like something or whether indeed we 

might be better heading off in the opposite direction. 

Something inside us tells us an enormous amount straight 

away We are capable of immediate appreciation. of a spon

taneous emotional response. of rejec ting things In a flash 

lhat 1s very different from linear thought. which we are 

equally capable ol. and which I Jove. too thinking our way 

through 1h1ngs from A to B in a mentally organised lash

ion We know all about emotional response from music. 

lhe f1rs1 movement of Brahms·s viola sonata. when the 

viola comes 1n - Just two seconds and we·re 1here1 (So

nata No 2 in E Fial MaJor for Viola and Piano) I have no 

idea why that 1s so. but 1rs like that w11h arch11ec1ure. too. 

Not so power-fully as with that greatest of arts. music -

but 11 1s there nonetheless 
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Peter Zumthor Atmospheres 

I am going to read you something I wrote about this in my 

notebook. Just to give you an idea of what I mean. II is 

Maundy Thursday 2003 Here I am. Silting in the sun A 

grand arcade - long. tall, beautiful in the sunlight. The 

square offers me a panorama - the facades of houses. 

the church. the monuments. Behind me is the wall of the 

cafe Just the right number of people A flower market 

Sunlight. Eleven o'clock The opposite side of the square in 

the shade. pleasantly blue. Wonderful range of nmses: 

conversations nearby, footsteps on the square. on stone. 

birds. a gentle murmuring from the crowd. no cars. no 

engine sounds. occasional noises from a building site. I 

imagine the start of the holidays making everybody walk 

more slowly. Two nuns - we're back to reality now. not Just 

me imagining - two nuns waving their hands rn the air. tnp 

lrghlly across the square. their bonnets gently swaying. 

each with a plastic earner bag. Temperature: pleasantly 

fresh. and warm. I am sitting m the arcade on a pale

green upholstered sofa, while the bronze figure on Its tall 

pedestal 1n the square before me has its back turned. 

looking across. as I am. at the twin-towered church. The 

helmshaped spires of the two church towers are unequal: 
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Pe1er Zum1hor AImospheres 

Identical at 1he bo11om. they gradually rise inlo individual 

shapes One is lailer. wi1h a golden crown surrounding the 

peak of its spire. In a minute or two B. wi ll walk diagonal

ly from the right across the square towards me So wha1 

moved me? Everything The things lhemselves. 1hc peo

ple. lhe air. noises. sound. colours. matenal presences. 

textures. forms too - forms I can appreciate. Forms I can 

try to decipher Forms I find beautiful. Whal else moved 

me1 My mood. my feelings. the sense of expeclation Iha1 

filled me while I was sitting !here Which brings thal 

famous Platonic senlence to mind. 1Beauty Is in the eye of 

the beholden Meaning: ii is all In me But then I perform 

an experiment I take away lhe square - and my feelings 

are not 1he same. /\n elemenlary expenmenl. certainly -

please excuse lhe s1mpl1cily of my lhinking· I remove the 

square and my leehngs disappear I could never have had 

!hose feelings without the atmosphere of lhe square. It's 

quI1e logical really People interact with ob1ec1s As an 

arch1tec1 that Is whal I deal w11h all lhe 1Ime Actually, ,rs 

what I'd call my passion The real has its own magic 01 

course. I know the magic that lies In though! The passion 

ol a beauti ful thought. But what I'm talking about here 1s 
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Peter Zumthor Magic of the Real 

something I often rind even more incredible. the magic of 

lhrngs. the magic of the real world. 

A question A question I put to mysell as an architect 

wonder. what Is this <Magic of the Real> - Cale at a stu

dents' hostel, a th1rt1es picture by Baumgartner Men. just 

sitting around - and they·re enjoying themselves too And 

I ask myself· can I achieve that as an architect - an atmos

phere like thal. Its intensity, its mood And if so. how do I 

go about 11? And then I think yes. you can And I think: no 

you can·1. And the reason I can Is because there are good 

things and things 1hat are not so good in the world Here's 

another quotation A sentence by a musicologist in an 

encyclopaedia of music.I've had 11 enlarged and put up on 

lhe wall In our office I said: that's how we've got 10 work! 

The mus1colog1st was wn11ng about a composer. one 

whose name you·re bound 10 guess. and he pul 11 like 

1h1s: <Radical diatonism. forceful and d1st1nc11ve rhythmi

cal pronunc1a11on. melodic claruy. harmonies plain and 

severe. a piercing radiance of tone colour. and finally. the 

s1rnphci1y and transparency of his musical fabnc. the sta

bili ty of his formal structures, (Andre Boucourechliev on 
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Poler Zurnlhor The Body of Archileclure 

<1he lruly Russian Spiril of Igor Suawinsky's musical gram

mar>) Thal's now up on lhe wall in our of free for everyone 10 

read Whal II 1ells me is something aboul atmosphere: lhe 

composer's music has Iha1 quali1y 100. the abllily to 1ouch 

us - to touch me - within seconds of hstcnmg. But whal 

ii also tells me is 1ha1 a great deal ol work has gone mlo 

11. and I find that consoling the idea that the task of cre

ating architectural atmosphere also comes down 10 craft 

and graft Processes and in1erests. ins1ruments and tools 

arc all part and parcel ol my work. I've been keeping an 

eye on mysell. and I'm going to give you an accoun1 now. 

d1v1ded Into nine very shon chapters. of what I've found 

cul about the way I go about things and what concerns 

me mos1 when I lry to genera1e a certain atmosphere in 

one or my buildings Of course. lhese answers to the 

question are highly personal. I have nothing else They are 

also highly sensitive and mdIv1dual. In fact. they are prob

ably lhe products of sens11IvItIes themselves. personal 

sensibilities. making me do lhings in a particular way 

First answer. Its I1tle <The Body or Architecture> The ma

terial presence of things in a piece of architecture. 11s 
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Peter Zumthor Material Compatibility 

frame. Here we are silting in this barn. there are these rows 

of beams and they in turn. are covered etc etc. That kind 

of thing has a sensual eflect on me And that Is what I 

would call the first and the greatest secre1 of arch11ec

ture. that 11 collec1s different thmgs in the world. different 

materials. and combines them to create a space like this 

To me it's a kind of anatomy we are talking about. Really. I 

mean the word 1bodyi quite literally. It's hke our own bod

ies with their anatomy and things we can't see and skin 

covering us - that's what architecture means 10 me and 

lhars how I try 10 think about 11. As a bodily mass. a mem

brane. a fabric. a kind of covering. cloth. velvet. silk. all 

around me. The bodyI Not the idea of the body - the body 

11selfl A body that can touch me 

Second answer - a grand secret. a great passion. a joy for 

ever. <Material Compatibility> I take a certain amount of 

oak and a different amount of tula. and then add some· 

thing else: three grams of silver. a key - anything else 

you'd hke? To do it I would need someone to be the owner. 

so we could get together and arrange things - first in our 

heads, and then in the real world And we would look and 
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Peter Zumthor Material Compatibility 

see how these things reacted together And we all know 

there would be a reactron. Materials react with one another 

and have their radiance. so that the material composnwn 

gives nse 10 something unique. Material is endless. Take a 

stone you can saw it, grind 11, drill into 1t. spill 11, or polish 

it - 11 will become a dilferent thing each time Then take 

tiny amounts of the same stone, or huge amounts, and 11 

will turn into something else again. Then hold II up 10 the 

light - different again There are a thousand different 

possibilities in one material alone This is the kind of work 

I love, and the longer I do 11 the more mysterious it seems 

lo become. One Is always having ideas - imagining how 

things will turn out And when one actually puts the stuff 

up - in fact. this happened to me just last week. I was 

quite sure I wouldn't be able to use some soft cedar for 

surfaces in a hu!}e living-room in this exposed concrete 

building II was loo soft. I was going 10 need something 

harder. something more hke ebony - with enough density 

and mass to counteract Ihe weight of the exposed con

crete - wl11ch also has this unbelievable lustre. Then we 

took that to the real building site. 0 shit! The cedar was 

better after all I suddenly saw 11 - the cedar was so sol t 
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Peter Zumthor Material Cornpat1bdi1y 

and had no trouble at all asserting Itself m this milieu So 

I went and took all the pahsander stuff out again. 1he 

mahogany we'd used. One year later: dark. hard. richly 

grained precious woods were reintroduced. along with 

softer. paler ones. In the end the cedar with its stark. lin

ear structure was seen to be 100 brittle. It was never used 

That is just one example of why things often seem so 

mysterious 10 me And there's something else too. There's 

a critical proximity between materials. depending on the 

type of material and its weight You can combine different 

materials in a building. and there's a certain point where 

you'll find the(re too far away from each other to react. 

and there·s a point 100 where they're too close together. 

and that kills them. Which means that pulling things to

gether in a building has a lot 10 do w11h .. . - okay. you 

know what I mean! No - otherwise I'd be talking about this 

for another half an hour. Yes. because I have examples. 

I've wri tten down <Palladio). which is where I find this kind 

of thing. where I've seen it again and again: that atmos

pheric energy you find in Palladio especially And I'll 1us1 

mention that all the same. because I've always had the 

feeling that as an arch11ect, as a master builder. he must 
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Peler Zumlhor The Sound ol a Space 

have had an e~iraordinary sense of the presence and 

we1gh1 of malcnals. indeed ol the very things I'm trying to 

talk about 

Thirdly cThe Sound of a Space>. listen! Interiors are hke 

large instruments. coflec11ng sound. amplifying it. trans

mI t1mg 11 elsewhere Thal has 10 do wi1h the shape pecu

liar 10 each room and wI1h lhe surfaces of lhe ma1enals 

lhey contain. and !he way !hose materials have been 

applied. Take a wonderful spruce floor like the top of a vio

lin and lay II across wood. Or again: slick 11 10 a concrete 

slab Do you nouce the difference in sound1 Of course 

Bui unfortunately many people are nol aware of the sound 

a room makes. The sounds we associate with certa111 

rooms speaking personally. whal always comes first 10 my 

mind are the sounds when I was a boy, lhe noises my 

mother made in the kitchen They made me feel happy II 

I was In the front room I always knew my mother was al 

home because I could hear her bangmg about with pots 

and pans and what have you. But there are sounds. 100. 

tn a great hall the noises in the grand interior of a railway 

1erm1nal. or you hear sounds in a town and so on But 1f 
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Peter Zumthor The Sound of a Space 

we take ii a step further - even ii 11 gers a bit mystical 

now - and imagine extracting all foreign sound from a 

budding. and if we try 10 imagine what 1h01 would be like. 

with nothing left. nothing there to rouch anything else 

The Question arises. does the building still have a soundJ 

Try 1t out yourselves. I think each one em11s a kind of tone. 

They have sounds that aren·1 caused by friction. I've no 

idea what they are. Maybe il's the wind or something But 

you only really feel there's something else there when you 

enter a space that's soundprooled. It's lovely I find I1's a 

beau11flJI thing wl1en you're making a building and you 

imagine the building in that stillness. I mean trying to make 

the building a quiet place That's pre11y dIflicult these days. 

because our world has become so noisy Well, not so 

much here. perhaps But I know other places that are 

much no1s1er and you have 10 go to some lengths 10 make 

quiet rooms and imagine the sound they make with all 

their proportions and materials In a stilfness of their own 

I realise the sound I am making must remind you of a ser

mon - but 1sn·t it more simple than that. and more prag

mat1cJ How does it really sound. when we walk through I!. 

When we speak, when we talk to each other - what will 
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Peter Zumlhor The Temperature of a Space 

the sound be? And what 11 I want to sit m a l1v111g-room 

and talk lo three good friends on a Sunday afternoon and 

read a1 the same trme? I've got something wnllen down 

here the closing ol a door. There are buildings that have 

wonderful sounds. telling me I can fool at home. I'm not 

alone I suppose I Just can·, gel rid of !hat image ol rny 

mother. and ac1ually I don't want to. 

Fourth <The Temperature of a Space>. I am s1ill 1rymg to 

name the things that are important to me in thn creation 

of atmospheres. Temperature. lor instance I believe every 

building has a certain 1emperature. I'll explain what I mean. 

/\llhough I'm not very good a1 doing so even when lhe 

subJect interests me so much The most beau11ful 1h1ngs 

generally come as a surprise We used a great deal of 

wood. lots ol wooden beams. when we built the Swrss 

Pavllron for the Hanover World Fair /Ind when It was hot 

outside the pavilion .vas as cool as a forest. and when ii 

was cool the pavilion was warmer than 11 was outside. 

alttlough 1t was open to 1he air. It is well-known 1ha1 mate

rials more or less extract the warmth from our bodies. 

Steel. for instance, is cold and drags the temperature down 
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Poter Zumthor Surrounding Objects 

- that kind ol thing. Out what also comes lo mind when I 

think ol my own work Is the verb <to temper> - a bil hke 

the tempering ol pianos perhaps. the search lor the right 

mood. in the sense of instrumental tuning and atmos

phere as well So temperature In this sense Is physical. 

but presumably psychological too. It's In what I see. what 

I leel. what I touch. even with my lee1. 

Filth. There are nine items. and we·ve reached the fifth l 

hope this isn't boring you. Filth: <Surrounding Objects> It 

happens agarn and again when I enter a building and the 

rooms where people live - lnends. acquaintances. people 

I don't know at all I'm impressed by the thmgs that people 

keep around them. In their flats or where they work. And 

sometimes, I don't know 11 you've noticed that too. you lind 

things come together in a very caring. lovmg way. and that 

there's this deep relat1onshrp I was in Cologne a couple of 

months ago. lor example. and young Peter Bohrn was 

showmg me around. and he took me to the Breneleld 

houses. And for the first trme I managed to get a glrmpse 

ol the intenor ol two of the 81enefeld houses 111 Cologne 

It was a Saturday. at nme o'clock in the morning. It made a 
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Peter Zumthor Surrounding ObJects 

grnat 1mpressIon on me These houses are incredibly full 

of beaut1lul details - one might even say excessively sol 

find you !eel the presence of Heinz B1eneleld. and all these 

things he's made all over the place. And there are the peo

ple too. One of them was a teacher. the other a Judge. and 

they were all dressed as German burghers arc supposed 

to be on a Saturday morning. And you saw all these things. 

Beauli ful ob1ec1s. oeautiful books. all displayed. and 

111struments too - a harpsichord. v101tns etc. But those 

books! Anyway. it all made a great 1mpressIon on me; 11 

was very expressive And I got to wondenng whether the 

Job the architecture had set nself here was to create these 

receptacles 10 house obJects Allow me a short anecdote 

I was talking about this sort of thing to my students a Jew 

months ago, and there was a Cypriot assistant in lhe audi

ence - and what a hard time one can have growing up m 

Cyprus! - who was a marvellous architect She designed 

a hllle coffee-table for me. and badly wanted to keep 11 for 

her own use. /Ind later. after the lecture. 111 which I spoke 

in rather more detail than I Just have about the obIects m 

our surroundings. she said d disagree entirely. These 

things are nothing but a burden. I carry my world in a 
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Peter Zumthor Surrounding ObJccls 38 139 

rucksack. I want to stay on the road. All that stufl - the Jn Zumthor"s stud,o 

sheer burden of it ... not everyone wants to carry such a 

bourgeois weight of obJects around with them. you know> 

I looked at her and said: iAnd that coffee-table you want-

ed)> She didn't say a thing. That seems lo confirm some-

thing we all know about ourselves anyway. My examples 

are maybe a bit nostalgic. But I think ,rs probably the 

same when I'm building a bar - something that's meant to 

be really cool. or creating a disco. and of course it's true 

loo for a House of Literature - what's needed is a design 

1hat prevents l~ings becoming too leisurely and nice. The 

idea of things lhal have nothing to do wi th me as an archi-

tect taking their place in a bu1ld1ng, their rightful place -

it's a thought that gives me an insight into the future of 

my buildings: a future that happens without me. That 

does me a lot of good. It's a great help to me to imagine 

the future of rooms in a house I'm building. to imagine 

them actually in use. In English you could probably 

describe 11 as <a sense of home>. I've got no idea what one 

might call it tn German - we can't really use the word 

<He1mat> any more. can we? My notebook tells me l should 

find something about this in Nietzsche: In <The Wanderer 



Peter Zumthor Between Composure and Seduction 

ancl His Shadows>. aphorism 280 - appearance and being ar,ctoe in 11aI1 

In the world of commodities. also In his <Posthumous 

Fragment> (1880 / 81) < ... especially its (the obiect's) bodily 

existence. I1s existence qua substance .. . > I'd also like to 

read Baudrillard's <System of ObJects> (1968) on th,s. 

There is something else that keeps me on my toes. part 

of my work I find really exciting. and 10 which - point six 

- I shall give the heading <Between Composure and Se

duction> II has to do with the way arch11ecture involves 

movement Archi tecture is a spatial an. as people always 

say But archi tecture is also a temporal art My experience 

of ll Is no1 limned to a single second Wolfgang Rihm and 

I are in full agreement about this architecture. like music. 

1s a temporal arl That means thinking about the way 

people move in a budding. and there are poles between 

which I like 10 place my work. lei me give you an example. 

In connec11on wnh some thermal baths we built It was 

incredibly important for us lo induce a sense ol freedom 

of movement. a milieu for strolling. a mood that had less 

to do w1th d1rec11ng people than seducing them Hospital 

comdors are all about directing people. for example. but 
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Peter Zumthor Between Composure and Seduction 

I here is also the gentler art of seduc11on. of gelling people 

to let go, to saunter. and that lies within the powers of an 

architect. The ability I am speaking of is rather akrn 10 

designing a stage selling. directing a play. In these baths 

we tried 10 find a way ol bringing separate pans of the 

building together so that they formed their own attach

ments. as it were. That is what we were trying to do. any

way, I don't know If we succeeded - I don't think we did 

badly These were spaces you would enter and begin 10 

feel you could stay there - that you were not just passing 

through. I'd be-standing there. and might just stay a while. 

but then something would be drawing me round the cor

ner - 11 was the way the light falls. over here. over there 

and so I saunter on - and I must say I find that a great 

source of pleasure. The feeling that I am not being direct

ed but can stroll at will - just drifting along, you know? 

And Irs a kind of voyage of discovery As an arch11ec1 I 

have 10 make sure 11 Isn·t like being in a labyrinth, howev

er. 11 that's not what I want So I'll reintroduce the odd bit 

of orientauon. excepuons that prove the rule - you know 

1he son of thing. Direction. seduction. letting go. granting 

freedom. There are pracucal sItuatIons where ii is more 

Sw,ss Sound Bo~. 
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Peter Zumthor Tension between lnterror and [xtenor 

sensible and far cleverer to induce a calming effect. to 

introduce a certain composure rather than having people 

running around and looking for the right door. Where noth

ing 1s trying to coax you away. where you can simply be. 

Lecture halls have to be like that. for instance Or hving

rooms. Or cinemas. A place of great learning for me in this 

respect 1s the cinema. of course The camera team and 

directors assemble sequences in the same way. I try that 

out in my buildings. So that appeals to me So that it 

appeals to you, too. and more especially, so that 11 sup

ports the uses of the building. Guidance. preparauon. 

s11mulation. the pleasant surprise. relaxation - all this. I 

must add. without the slightest whiff of the lecture the

atre. It should all seem very natural. 

Seventh Something else. something very special that 

fascinates me about arch1tecture.<Tension between Inter

ior and Exterior>. /\ fantastic business. this The way ar

chiteciure takes a b,t of the globe and constructs a tiny 

box of 11. And suddenly there's an mtenor and an exterior 

One can be inside or outside. Bnlhanl! And that means -

equally brilliant! - this: thresholds. crossings, the tiny 
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Peter Zum1hor Tension between Interior and Ex1erior 

loop-hole door, the almost 1mpercep1lble 1rans1 t1on 

be1ween the 1ns1de and the outside, an incredible sense 

of place. an unbelievable feeling ol concentration when 

we suddenly become aware of being enclosed. of some

thing enveloping us. keeping us together. holding us -

whether we be many or single. An arena for individuals 

and the public. for the private and public spheres. 

Architecture knows this and uses 11. I own a castle. Tha1·s 

where I live and that is the facade I present to the outside 

world The facade says: I am. I can. I want - m other words. 

whatever the owner and his architect wanted when they 

built ii. fhe facade also says: bul I am not going to show 

you everything, Sure. there are 1hings inside - but you go 

and mind your own business. That's what castles are like 

- that's what town flats are like. We use signals. We 

observe. I don't know if this passion of mine affects you in 

the same way This isn't voyeurism. On 1he contrary. it has 

a great deal 10 do with atmospheres. Think of <Rear 

Window, - AHred Hitchcock, Life in a window observed 

from wi1hout. A classic. You see this woman in a lit window 

wearing a red dress. and you·ve got no idea what she's up 

10. But then - yes. you do see somethingl Or 1he reverse: 
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Peter Zumthor Levels of Intimacy 

Edward Hopper's <Early Sunday Morning,. w11h the woman 

sitting In a room. looking out of a window at the town I'm 

proud of the way we can do that as arch11ec1s with every 

building we make. And whenever I'm doing a building I 

always imagine it in those terms. what do I want lo see -

me or someone else using the building later - when I am 

inside? And what do I want other people 10 see of me7 

And what sort of statement do I want to make publicly? 

Bu1ld1ngs always say something 10 a street or the square 

They can say to the square. I am really glad to be s1tuat· 

ed on this square Or they could say. I am the most beau

tiful building here - you lot all look ugly. I am a diva. 

Buildings can say thal sort of thing 

Now. the next thing is something which I had always been 

interested in but never knew I was until I recently discov

ered ii for the lirsl time. I don't really know much about 11 

-you will notice that as we go along- but it's there all the 

same. It's something I'm going 10 keep on thinking about 

rm giving it the heading- <levels of Intimacy>. It all has 10 

do with prox1m1ty and distance The classical architect 

would call II scale. But that sounds 100 academic - I mean 
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Peter Zumthor Levels cl Intimacy 

something more bodily than scales and dimensions. It 

refers to the various aspects - size, dimension. scale. the 

building's mass by contrast with my own. The fact that It 

Is bigger than me. far bigger than me Or that things in the 

building are smaller than me. Latches. hinges. all the con

necting bHs. doors. Maybe you know a tall slim door that 

makes everyone who comes through It look great7 Or do 

you know that rather boring one. wider- somehow shape

less) And the enormous. intim1datlng portal where the 

person who comes to the door looks good. or proud. What 

I'm talking about IS the size and mass and gravity of 

things. The thick door and the Ih1n one The thin wall and 

the thick. You know the kind of buildings I mean? I'm las

cmated by that sort of thing And I always try to create 

buildings where interior lorm. or the empty interior, is not 

the same as outdoor form. In other words, where you 

don't 1ust take a ground plan and draw hnes and say: 

these are the walls. twelve centimetres thick. and that 

d1v1s1on means inside and outside. but where you have 

1h1s feeling al the interior as a hidden mass you don't rec

ognize. It's like the hollow tower of a church, and the 

feeling ol climbing up 1ns1de the walls. That's Jus1 one 
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Pe1er Zumlhor Levels of ln11macy 

example among thousands I could give 1hat nave to do wi1h 

weight and size With things being lhe same size as me. 

or smaller. And it's interesting that !here are things bigger 

than me that can intimidate me - the represen1ative state 

edifice. 1he nineteenlh-cenlury bank, columns. tha1 kind 

of thing. Or. as I was reminded yesterday, Palladio's Villa 

Rotonda: it's huge. monumenlal. bul when I gel inside it I 

don't feel inlim1dated al all - feel quite subhme. in fact. ii 

I may be allowed such an old-fashioned lerm. lns1ead of 

int1mida1ing me. these are surroundings lhat somehow 

make me feel larger. allow me 10 brealhe more freely - I 

don't know how to describe 11 actually. but t·m sure you 

know whal I mean. You find bolh ex1remes. So you can·1 

say. big is bad; 11 lacks a human scale. You hear that when 

greenhorns get onto this sub1ect - in fact. you hear 11 from 

architects. too. The view 1s 1ha1 a human scale has lo be 

more or less the same size as us. But 1h1s 1s not so easy 

And then. another thing to do w11h distance and proximi

ty. with distance from me, distance between me and a 

building - I like the idea of doing something for myself. 

Just for me, lor one person There's me on my own. of 

course. and me as part of a group - completely different 

v,110 Rocca, 
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stories Did you see that students' cafe earlier on? And 

now let's look al this marvellous building by Le Corbusier. 

I'd be proud to have done that. So on the one hand. there's 

me. on my own. or me and other people in a group. and 

then there's me in a crowd. There·s the football stadium 

Or 11 you want, the palace These things need thinking 

about. in my opmIon. I think I'm good at thinking about 

them, I think I'm good at thInk1ng about all of them The 

only area I do have big problems wilh though - I'd like to 

be able to do this. 100. I really would. but I 1ust can't get it 

right - is w11h skyscrapers. I JUSI can·t seem to get my 

head round the idea of me and that of many people -

5 000 or whatever - in a single skyscraper how I'd have 

to go about the design in order to feel happy with so many 

people ,n one of these htgh-rise butldtngs What generally 

comes across when I see a high-rise Is tts external lorm 

and the language it talks to the town, which can be good 

or bad or whatever. One thing I do have a grasp of ImagI

natively, however. Is the football stadium w1lh Its 50 000 

people - doing a bowl hke that can be a wonderful ex

perience Yesterday. V1cenza· the Olympics Theatre We 

heard all about our friend Goethe. and how he saw all 

Villa Saraotia1 
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these things so much earlier. And he really does notice Tom Molkore, Zurrcn 

things - that's the wonderful thing about him. he really 

does look Okay. that's what I mean by these levels or inti-

macy that are still so important to me 

The final chapter. When I was wnlmg all these things 

down a few months ago. sitlmg 1n my front room. my liv

ing-room. 1 asked myself: what's missing? Have you got 

everything down? ls that all you do? And then It occurred 

to me_ All very simple. <The Light on Things>. I spent five 

minutes or so looking at the actual appearance of things 

in my living-room What the light was like And II was 

great! I'm sure you·ve had the same experience Where 

and how the light fell Where the shadows were. And the 

way the surfaces were dull or sparkled or had their own 

depth. Then I noticed it again. later: Walter De Maria. an 

artist rn America. showed me a new work he'd done for 

Japan. It was to be a huge hall - two or three times the 

size of this barn. i\nd 11 was to be open at the front and 

completely dark at the back. And he had put two or three 

gigantic stone balls in it: solid stone. quite enormous. 

Right at the back there were wooden bars. coated with 
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gold leaf And 1h1s gold leaf - we all know Ih1s bul ii real

ly touched me when I saw ii - the gold leaf shone right 

from the back of the room. out of a deep darkness Which 

means gold seams to have the capacity 10 pick up even 

the smallest quantilIes of hghl and reflect them m lhe 

darkness. Thal was an example of hght. I have two favour-

11e ideas about this and I always come back 10 them 

Obviously we don't build something then phone up lhe 

electocians when we're finished and start asking our

selves okay. s·o where are we going 10 put the lighting -

how are we going 10 light this 1h1ng' No. we factor that in 

lrom the beginning So the first of my favourite ideas Is 

1hIs to plan the building as a pure mass of shadow then. 

afterwards. iO put in hght as ii you were hollowing ou1 the 

darkness. as 11 Ihe light were a new rnass seeping in. The 

other idea - all very logical by the way. nothing mysteri

ous here everybody does this The second idea I hke 1s this 

to go about hghung materials and surlaces sys1emaucal

ly and to look al the way they reflect the hgh1 In other 

words. to choose the materials in the knowledge of the 

way they reflect and 10 flt everything together on the basis 

of that knowledge. How miserable 11 has made me feel in 
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the last couple of days to see how few houses in this 

incredibly beau11ful and natural part of the country make 

use of the light The houses appear so dull - I don't know 

why that Is Is 11 what they paint their houses wnh7 What· 

ever 11 Is, 11 kills the houses. But about every tenth house 

has some old bit where you suddenly notice something 

shining out. where life has begun to gleam again But ,rs 

so lovely when you can choose and combine your mater

ials. your fabnc. clothes too. because they look good in 

the light. Thinking about daylight and ar11f1c1al light l have 

to admit that daylight. the light on things. 1s so moving to 

me that I feel it almost as a spmtual quality When the sun 

comes up in the morning - which I always find so marvel

lous. absolutely fantastic the way It comes back every morn

ing - and casts 11s hght on things. 11 doesn't feel as 11 11 

Quite belongs in this world. I don't understand light. It 

gives me the feeling there·s something beyond me. some

thing beyond all understanding. And I am very glad. very 

grateful that there 1s such a thing And I have that feeling 

here too. I'll have 11 later when we go outside For an archt· 

tect that light is a thousand times better than artificial l1gh1 

Now. I've actually got to the end of what I wanted to say 
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Peter Zumthor Architecture as Surroundings 

But again I wonder 1s that really alP And again. there·s 

something I have to admit t need to add three short ap

pendices The nine chapters I've already given you could 

probably be described as ways of approaching my work. 

or the way my office approaches II They may be 1d1osyn

cra1Ic In parts. but they probably have an ob1ect1ve side to 

them too. whereas what I am about to tell you 1s more 

personal 10 me. and probably can't be generalised in the 

same way as f!lany of things 1 have said hitherto But 1f I 

am to speak of my own work then I have to say what real

ly moves me. And so hero are three more things 

The first. taking 11 to a different. transcendent level for 

me. an environment 1s <Architecture as Surroundings>. 

That really appeals to me: the idea of creating a building. 

or big complex of buildings. or even a small one. and 1hat 

11 becomes part of 11s surroundings. like something 1n 

Handke (Peter Handke has variously described environ 

ment and the physical environing process. for instance 1n 

the interview book <Aber 1ch lebe nur von den Zw1schen 

raumen>.) What I am thmkmg of are my human surround

ings - although they won·1 only be mine-and of the build· 
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mg becoming part of people's lives. a place where chil

dren grow up /Ind perhaps one al the buildings will come 

back to them 25 years later, involuntarily, and they'll re

member a comer. a street. a square - w11h no thought for 

ns architect. but that 1sn·1 the point.Just the idea ol these 

things s11II being I here - there are plenty of buildings like 

!hat I remember. not done by me. but which have touched 

me. moved me. given me a sense of relief or helped me in 

some way It increases the pleasure of my work when I 

imagine a certain building being remembered by someone 

in 25 years· time Perhaps because that was where he 

kissed his first girlfriend or whatever. To put that 111 per

spective that quality 1s far more important to me than the 

idea that the building will still be mentioned in architec

tural reference works tn 35 years That's a different level 

altogether. and one that does not help me to design build

ings That is the first transcendent level in my work the 

attempt to conceive of architecture as a human environ

ment Perhaps - and I suppose I'd belier adrrnt thrs - per

haps 11 has something to do with love I love architecture. 

I love surrounding buildings. and I suppose I love II when 

other people love them too I have to admit 11 11 would 

Museum Kolumba 
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make me very happy to have made things which other 

people love. 

Appendix two What's my heading here? <Coherence>. 

That's more of a feeling loo. I mean - there are all these 

ideas about the best way of doing things and making 

things 1n architecture. which also take place on a differ

ent level. a professional level I am not talking about here. 

That's just daily office life - something you can talk about 

in an university seminar or at the office. That"s more of an 

academic problem. What I'm saying is that all these things 

that need deciding - all those thousands of occasions 

where an architect 1s put on the spot and has to make the 

right decision - I"d be quite happy if all that was resolved 

by use.In shon. the highest compliment for me is not when 

someone comes along and grasps the form and says: Ah 

yes. I see. you were trying 10 achieve this really cool form. 

or something, but when the proof of the pudding is found 

in the eating. as it were. That is the highest compliment 

of all. And I'm not alone among architects in feeling that -

in fact. 1rs an ancient tradition. In literature too. in wnttng. 

and rn art There's a good way of pulling this that seems 
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appropriate 10 me the idea of Ih1ngs coming into their 

own. ol finding themselves. because they have become 

the 1hmg 1haI they actually sot out 10 be Architecture. 

alter all. Is made for our use It 1s not a free an m that 

sense. I think arch11ecture atlams its highest quali ty as an 

applied art And II Is at its most beautiful when things have 

come into their own. when they are coherent. Thal Is 

when everything refers to everything else and 11Is Impos

s1ble 10 remove a single thing wt1hou1 destroying the 

whole Place. use and form The lorm rellecls the place. 

the place Is JUSt so. and the use reflects this and that 

Bui something else 1s missing - now this really 1s the last 

lhing. although in some ways It Is already there I have 

managed. In nine short chapters and two appendices. nol 

lo go into the sub1ect of form That Is entirely obvious -

Irs a passion ol mine. one lhat helps a lot in my work 

Form is not something we work on - we apply ourselves 

10 all the other things To sound. noises. matenals. con

struction. ana1omy elc The body ol architecture. in the pri

mary stages. is cons1ruc1Ion. ana1omy putting things 

together m a logical fashion These arc the things we 
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Peter Zumthor The Beautiful Form 

apply ourselves to. while at the same lime keeping our 

eye on place. and on use. That 1s all that Is demanded ol 

me - here 1s the place. on which I may or may not have 

some influence. and this is the use. We generally create a 

large model, or a drawing. Usually ,rs a model. And some

times you can see at that stage that II feels ngh1 - things 

cohering. And then I might look at it and say sure. 11 co

heres. only it isn't beautiful. So at the end ol the day I 

actually do take a look at things Whal I lind is that when 

things have come out well they tend to assume a form 

which olten surprises me when I finally stand back from 

the work and which makes me think you could never have 

imagined when you started out that 1h1s would be the out

come And that Is something that only happens some

umes. even alter all these years - slow architecture It 

really gives me pleasure. makes me proud too But ii. at 

the end ol the day. the thing does not look beautilul - and 

I'm deliberately 1us1 saying beautiful here. there are books 

on aesthetics If you want - 1f the form doesn't move me. 

then I'll go back to the beginning and start again So you 

could say my very final chapter heading, my final aim. 

probably Is· <The Beautiful Form>. I may find 11 that in 
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Peter Zumthor· The Beautiful Form 

some icon. and sometimes in a sufl hie - both help me to 

see how something has found its form - but also 1n a 

common or garden tool, in literature. in a piece of music 

Thank you for listening 
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